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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to analyze generality
and specificity of kinesthetic gross motor performance and
gross motor performance with full vision in the skills of
hitting, throwing, passing and kicking.
Subjects for the study were 100 male Louisiana State
University undergraduate students.

All subjects were en

rolled in regularly scheduled physical education activity
classes.

Subject ages ranged from eighteen to twenty-nine.

A review of the literature revealed an overwhelming
amount^ of evidence for specificity of task performance.
However, no investigations were reported that attempted to
study the question of generality versus specificity of
gross motor performance when performed kinesthetically.
No studies were found that had utilized the gross motor
skills involving throwing, hitting, kicking and passing of
a ball.
Twenty subjects were tested in a pilot study to de
termine reliability and testing procedures.

After minor

revisions, the final study was conducted during the second
semester of the school year 1967-1968.

One hundred subjects were tested in.hitting, throw
ing, passing and kicking of a ball to a target of six con
centric circles.

Target values ranged from zero to six.

Kicking and hitting were performed from a distance of
thirty-eight feet while passing and throwing were done
from a distance of forty-two feet.

A soccer ball was used

for kicking and passing, a tennis ball and paddle ball
racquet for hitting, and a softball for throwing.
Subjects were tested on each skill in three ways.
Ten trials were given for each of the three performance
methods.

Each subject performed blindfolded with auditory

feedback, blindfolded with visual feedback, and with full
vision.

Counterbalancing of test events and feedback

systems was utilized as a learning control measure.
Zero order correlation was employed to study the
extent of generality or specificity:of performance in the
different tasks and the various methods of performing.
Factorial design was utilized to compare performances in
different motor skills, to compare kinesthetic performance
with visual feedback; and to determine the effects of inter
action

between type of feedback and

type of motorskill.

. The main findings w e r e :
1.
skills

More generality was revealed when gross motor

involving use of a ball were performed with

vision than when performed blindfolded.

full

2.

There is less generality of kinesthetic per

formance with only auditory feedback than there is when
visual feedback is administered.3.

In total performance, the least generality and

poorest scores were found in kinesthetic performance with
auditory feedback.
4.

Of the four motor skills, kicking resulted in

the poorest performance and appeared to be the most task
specific.
The conclusion was:
Apparently, full concurrent visual cues produce the
most generality and the best gross motor performances with
a proportional lessening of generality and skill as visual
feedback is reduced.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Education in general is based upon the assumption
that abilities and acquired knowledge can be transferred
for practical use in many situations during life.

Parents

utilize this premise in the home training and teaching of
their children.

The so-called classical college curricu

lum and even graduate education proceed as though trans
fer was the absolute omega of most learning.

Much educa

tion of the physical, e.g. teaching of gross motor skill
fundamentals, is based on such a premise.
may be ill founded in each of these cases.

The premise
This study

was directed toward acquisition of additional insight into
the question as it relates to physical development.
The problem of generality or specificity is com
plicated by overlap between learning and performance.

It

was recognized that some learning was involved in scores of
performers in this study.
ured in the study.

One factor of learning was meas

The subjects received visual and verbal

feedback during kinesthetic performance.
were compared.

1

The two methods

Many of the studies have dealt with fine motor
skills involving ability to reproduce a position with one
limb.

Others have utilized movements seemingly far re

moved from skills actually taught in physical education
today.

Thus this study attempted to develop tests of

skills involving the use of a ball, such as hitting, throw
ing, passing and kicking.
The relationship of kinesthesis to motor ability has
been studied primarily through static skills not highly re
lated to dynamic athletic movements.
The majority of studies dealing with kinesthetic
after-effects have utilized tactual-manipulative
activity rather than tasks involving movements of
the entire body and/or of large muscle groups.
However, it is common in the gymnasium or athletic
field to experience after-effects which arise from
gross action patterns.
This study was addressed to the following questions
as they relate to the problem of generality or specificity
of motor task performance.

(1) Is there a generality of

abilities in hitting, throwing, passing and kicking skills?
(2) Is there generality or specificity of ability in kines
thetic performance of hitting, passing, throwing and kicking
skills utilizing verbal feedback?

(3) Is there generality

or specificity of ability in kinesthetic performance of

■^Bryant J. Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor Learn
i n g , (Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1964J, p” Till

hitting, passing, throwing and kicking skills utilizing
visual feedback?

(4)

Is visual or verbal knowledge of

results more conducive to the kinesthetic performance of
the motor skills of passing, throwing, hitting and kicking?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to analyze generality
and specificity of kinesthetic gross motor performance and
gross motor performance with full vision,

in hitting,

passing, throwing and kicking skills.
More specifically the purposes were:

(1) To deter

mine the extent of generality or specificity of gross
motor performance in hitting, passing, throwing and kick
ing skills.

(2)

To determine the amount of generality or

specificity of kinesthetic gross motor performance in these
skills utilizing verbal feedback.

(3)

To determine the

amount of generality or specificity of kinesthetic gross
motor performance in these skills utilizing visual feedback.
(4)

To compare the results of verbal and visual feedback

administered during kinesthetic gross motor performance.
OVERVIEW
Physical educators may be guilty of subscribing to
the popular view or trend.

The history of any culture or

field of endeavor reveals evidence of trends.

What is

4 .
current becomes history in short order.

Ideas that are

initially more radical often evolve into the current vogue.
It is just possible that this is the case with regard to
the question of generality versus specificity.

It may well

be that the generality hypothesis is not examined carefully,
honestly and objectively because it is not currently popular.
A full study of motor ability would probably coincide with other educational disciplines.

O

Willgoose^ averred

that motor performance is related to numerous characteristics
of human behavior because the organism acts as a whole and
that its general level of ability is exhibited in a variety
of ways.
The Total Person
Aristotle is often given credit for having been the
first proponent of generality of conditions between mind
and body.

However, Homer,3 who preceded Aristotle by

several hundred years, is quoted in a debate with Hesiod,
when asked what he considered the greatest good, as having
said, "a sound mind in a manly body.”

2Carl E. Willgoose, Evaluation in Health Education
and Physical Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1961),
p. 2 4 6 .
^Alcidamus, Contest of Homer and Hesiod, as given in
MacMillan Book of Proverbs ,"Maxims ancT~Famous Phrases. Ed.
by Burton Stevenson (Hew York: MacMillan Co., 194°)» P • 15^3.

More recently in our modern culture, industry has
begun to recruit the "well-rounded" individual.

Personnel

selections are made on the basis of balance in physical,
intellectual and personality traits.

Such broadly developed

and educated individuals are then trained for their specific
duties.
Both Homerfs ancient thesis and industryTs modern
concept seem to indicate an automatic coalition, or gener
ality, of abilities.

Current research does not support

this relationship between the mental and the physical.
SlusherTs^ study concluded that mental activity and physi
cal prowess are not significantly related.

Oxendine^ found

that general intelligence scores were not related to learn
ing or performance ability in four skills he tested.

Other

studies^’7 revealed no significant relationship between
physical and mental performance.

^•Howard S. Slusher, "Personality and Intelligence Char
acteristics of Selected High School Athletes and Non-Athletes
Research Quarterly, Vol. 35 > No. 4 (December, 1 9 6 4 ), p. 544.
^Joseph B. Oxendine, "Generality and Specificity in
the Learning of Fine and Gross Motor Skills," Research Quar
terly , Vol. 38 (March, 1 9 6 7 ), p. 93.
£
Bryant J. Cratty, "Comparisons of Verbal-Motor Per
formance and Learning on Serial Memory Tasks," Research Quar
terly , Vol. 35, No. 4 (December, 1 9 6 3 j, p. 43#.
1

7C . C. Cowell and A. H. Ismail, "Validity of Football
Rating Scale and Its Relationship to Social Integration and
Academic Ability," Research Quarterly, Vol. 32, No. 4 (Decem
ber, 1961), p. 4 0 6 .

These reports seem to indicate that high intelligence
and physical prowess are combined in a single individual
more through chance than for any other reason.
Generality of Mental Performance
What of generality of abilities that are considered
within the realm of mental or verbal skill?

College admis

sions directors regard the value of scholastic aptitude
scores in relationship to their particular type of college.
A technical college may readily admit a student with a mathe
matics score of 700 and a verbal or English score of 350.
Such extremes are rare but do occur.

The liberal arts col

lege would prefer to have the weight of these scores re
versed with the student more talented in communication.
Such a policy of college admissions infers that within the
scope of mental aptitude, a specificity of the task to be
accomplished does occur.
Generality of Motor Performance
Physical educators are primarily concerned with the
question of generality or specificity as it applies to
physical skills.

If a person is outstanding in handball,

will he be able to perform well in squash?

All teachers of

physical education have heard about the "naturally coordi
nated" athlete who could perform any physical skill well

with little or

no practice.

Do such ’’naturals” exist?

If so, the bulk of the research conducted up to this point
g
does not reveal this.
Some researchers such as McCloy
and Hollingworth^ isolated certain "basics” of motor
skill and alleged that individuals possessing all of those
basics in abundance could be expected to perform well in
a number of skills.

These early studies implied a gener

ality of motor ability.
Later studies have concluded a specificity of task
performance.

Notable among these studies are those offered

by Seashore,"^ H e n r y , ^ Bachman‘S

and Lotter.^^

C.
H. McCloy, "An Analytical Study of the Stunt
Type Test as a Measure of Motor Educability,” Research
Quarterly, Vol. £ (1937), P. 54-.
^H. L. Hollingworth, "Correlation of Abilities As
Affected by Practice,” J. Ed. Psych. , Vol. 4 (1913), P. 412.
■^Harold G. Seashore, "Some Relationships of Fine
and Gross Motor Abilities,” Research Quarterly, Vol. 13
(1942), p. 273.
•^Franklin M. Henry. "Coordination and Motor Learn
ing,” CPEAM Proceedings, (1956), p. 6B.
^2John C. Bachman, "Specificity Versus Generality in
Learning and Performing Two Large Muscle Motor Tasks,” Re
search Quarterly, Vol. 3, No. 7 (March, 1961), p. 6.
-^Willard S. Lotter, "Specificity or Generality of
Speed of Systematically Related Movements,” Research
Quarterly (March, 1961), p. 60.

Guilford
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developed a series of factors both psy

chological and physical to produce a matrix that would in
dicate the possessor as an individual

of general ability.

Kinesthesis and General Motor Ability
Studies have been made to relate myriad physical and
mental qualities to generality of motor ability.

Some have

even combined these qualities.
Cratty1^ suggested that "further exploration of dy
namic kinesthetic sensitivity" seems needed.

Possibly this

"sixth sense" of the performer will prove to be the vital
element that the all-around or "natural" athlete must possess.
In one report M c C l o y ^ listed sixteen factors which
enhance the ease with which an individual may acquire motor
skill-motor educability.

He listed general kinesthetic

sensitivity and control as item 8 and balance factors as
item 12.

P. Guilford, "A System of Psychomotor Abili
ties," Am. J. Psych. , Vol. 71 (195$), p. 173.
-*-5Bryant J. Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor
Learning, op. cit. , p. 112.
H. McCloy, "A Preliminary Study of Factors in Motor
Educability," Research Quarterly, Vol. 11 (May, 19^+0) , p. 3$.
■^Carl E. Willgoose, op. cit., p. 250.

In spite of numerous studies, kinesthesis is not
fully understood either psychologically or physiologically.
It is variously called the sixth sense, the motor sense,
the balance sense, and proprioceptive sense.

No matter

how it is labeled, most researchers leave an open door
regarding definitive statements concerning its components
and source of stimuli.
1s
Scott
summarized the physiologists’ statements
concerning the location of receptors as (1) the muscle
spindles around the muscle fibers;
in the tendons;

(2} the Golgi corpuscles

(3) the Pacinian corpuscles in tendons and

articular cartilage of joints; and (4) free nerve endings
in the muscles, tendons and joints.

These receptors are

stimulated by tensions or pressure.

The vestibular ap

paratus1* ^ ^ is helpful in maintaining balance and inter
preting both lateral and horizontal movements.
Smith21 theorized that the ganglion brain cells are
responsible for both response control of stimuli and learning.

search

^ G l a d y s Scott, ’’Measurement of Kinesthesis,” Re
Quarterly, Vol. 26 (October, 1955), p. 326.

^ R u t h I. Bass, ”An Analysis of the Components of Tests
of Semicircular Canal Function and of Static and Dynamic
Balance,” Research Quarterly, Vol. 10 (May, 1939), p. 50.
20Gladys Scott, op. cit., p. 326.
*^Karl V. Smith, ’'Cybernetic Foundations of Physical
Behavioral Science,” Quest, Vol. & (May, 1967), p. 39.

10
He further theorized that kinesthesis may be more aptly
labeled somesthesis.

Somesthesis indicates a bilateral

pattern of response on the two sides of the body after
stimulus from either of the two sides of the body.

He

based his theory of somesthesis partly on results of in
vestigations of bilateral transfer of learning.
Christina22 listed five components of kinesthesis:
(1) arm positioning in the vertical and horizontal plane,
(2) leg positioning,
muscular contraction,

(3) awareness of force and extent of
(4) balance, and (5) orientation of

the body and its parts in space.
Feedback and Kinesthetic Motor Performance
Learning is a complex phenomenon resulting from the
interaction of numerous elements of physiological, psycho
logical and anatomical nature.

This study will restrict

its focus to one factor of learning variously termed knowl
edge of results, reward, reinforcement and feedback.
Feedback is error information designed to improve sub
sequent performance.
type.

It may be of the intrinsic or augmented

Robb2-^ considered the augmented type to be generally

22Robert Christina, "The Relationship of Kinesthesis
to Physical Education," The Physical Educator, Vol. 24, No. 4
(December, 1967), p. 167.
^Margaret Robb, "Feedback," Quest, Vol. 6 (May, 1966),
p. 39.

11
given by the instructor or experimenter, and the intrin
sic form of feedback to be inherent in the task and de
rived from kinesthetic or proprioceptive sense or "feel."
Feedback may be considered as the third part of a
chain action involving receptor and effector stimulus and
response.

Feedback is designed to improve, regulate, or

control future action by receptor and effector mechanisms.
The effector mechanism'is composed of the organs and
glands.

The receptor mechanisms are generally thought of

as the five senses of touch, taste, vision, smell and hear
ing.

To these the writer would add a sixth, the kinesthe

tic sense.
Feedback may be given auditorially or visually.

The

normal teaching process involves the use of both verbal and
visual feedback.

Lockhart^ summarized these methods of

communicating with learners thusly:

(1) verbal and visual

feedback are probably not of equal significance;

(2) they

are probably the result of varying motivations; and (3)
varying types of instruction are probably more or less mean
ingful at different stages for the learner.
In this study, verbal feedback will be offered by the
researcher or an assistant.

The performer will also be al

lowed to hear the sound of the impact of the projectile

^Aileene Lockhart, "Communicating with the Learner,"
Quest, Vol. 6 (May, 1966), p. 57.

12
with the floor and thus form some judgment of distance
and performance through kinesthetic "augmented" feedback.
Visual feedback may be offered by demonstration
or by allowing the performer to see the result of his
effort.

This study will deal only with visual feedback

by the performer.
1 Twitmeyer2^ declared that performers who were visu
ally guided were more stable and superior in performance.
He was referring to learning situations that allowed per
formers to see the total act.

In the kinesthetic phase

of this study the performers will be allowed to see re
sults of their efforts after the act, which will be per
formed blindfolded.
Definition of Terms
Generality of motor ability.

The ability of per

form a number of motor skills well as a result of inherent
ability.
Specificity of motor ability.

Motor ability or

skill that is specific to the task being performed.
Kinesthesis.

The ability to sense direction and pro

pel an object through use of internal cues during performance
of a gross motor skill without concurrent visual feedback.

M. Twitmeyer, "Visual Guidance in Motor Learn
ing," Am. J. Psych.. Vol. 43 (1931), p. 1S7.

13
Verbal feedback*

Augmented terminal knowledge of

results of subject*s performance verbalized by the ex
perimenter.
Visual feedback.

Extrinsic terminal visual knowledge

of s ubjects kinesthetic performance.
Limitations of the Study
The study restricted its efforts to skills involving
the use of a ball.

Obviously, many excellent physical

activities were not represented.
No standard measure of kinesthesis has thus far been
found.

The validity of kinesthesis tests in this study

was accepted as face validity, i.e., kinesthetic cues are
brought into play during performance of any activity without
visual monitoring.
Kinesthetic sense is used in ways other than through
restriction of vision. .This study limited itself to the
search for kinesthetic ability motivated by absence of
vision.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature pertaining to this study was pre
sented in four categories.

Some studies indicate the

presence of generality of motor skill, others insist on
specificity of task performance.

Thus, it seems logical

to use this natural cleavage as a source of organization.
The other categories were:

literature dealing with kines-

thesis, and literature concerning knowledge of results.
No attempt was made to present all the writings in each of
these four areas.

However, the studies offered were found

to be most closely related to this study.
STUDIES SUPPORTING THE PRESENCE OF
GENERALITY OF MOTOR ABILITY
Some reputable physical educators have produced what
must be assumed as honest results to indicate the presence
of generality of motor ability.
In 1913, Hollingworth

concluded that practice was

the vital ingredient of generality.

His research revealed

that more practice produced more generality of motor skill.

■^Hollingworth, op. cit.» p. 412.
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Thus, general ability was equated with final capacity
rather than with momentary performance.
o
In 1934, McCloy* published a test purported to
measure general innate motor potentiality.

He explained

the word "general" as indicative of measurable motor
capacities that were fundamental to almost all motor
performance.
and abilities.

He did not attempt to measure specific skills
Although each of the tests was representa

tive of a certain definite and specific capacity, McCloy
stated that "these specific capacities added together
make up the mosaic of the total general capacity."

The

author also offered a test of general motor ability de
signed to measure achieved ability rather than potential
ability.
Gire and Espenschade^ attempted to relate three
tests of motor educability to learning of specific motor
skills.

It was found that all the tests were roughly

accurate in predicting high and low group levels of ability
attained over a period of time.

However, they concluded

that none of the tests precisely measured the ease with

2McCloy, op. cit., p. 456.
^Eugenia Gire and Anna Espenschade, "The Relationship
Between Measures of Motor Educability and the Learning of
Specific Motor Skills," Research Quarterly, Vol. 5 (March,
1934), p. 55.
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which subjects learned or relearned skills in basketball,
volley ball, and baseball in physical education classes.
One writer^ advanced the theory that transfer of
skill will not occur unless the subject is aware of the
ultimate goal while practicing for transfer.

Woodward^

did. not find this necessary in her investigation of trans
fer of training of textile workers.

She found transfer

between two tasks representative of industrial work when
training was given in another task.
not aware of the purpose.

The subjects were

She concluded that transfer

was probably due to the similarity of the tasks.
Crafts^ studied transfer utilizing a card sorting
task.

His aim was to determine the degree to which simi

larity (common elements of two tasks) would affect trans
fer from training to a test situation.

He found transfer

positive and in proportion to the number of common ele
ments deliberately injected into the two performances.
Guilford'7 offered a similar study which agreed that
certain skills were relevant to specific abilities, e.g.,
^E. E. Bayles, "An Unemphasized Factor in Current
Theories Regarding Transfer of Training,” J. Ed. Psych.,
Vol. 27 (1936), p. 429.
^Patricia Woodward, "Experimental Study of Transfer
in Motor Learning," J. Applied Psych.. Vol. 27 (February,
1943), P. 31.
^L. W. Crafts, "Transfer as Related to a Number of Com
mon Elements," J. Gen. Psych., Vol. 13 (July, 1935), p. 159.
7j. P. Guilford, op. cit. , p. 163.

17
strength, coordination, flexibility and precision.

How

ever , he believed that a number of skills with a certain
prerequisite (strength, for instance) could be expected
in the possessor of that prerequisite.
Most of the literature supports a hypothesis of
specificity of mental ability and physical ability. Goss
g
and Greenfeld experimented with motor skill acquisition
of tasks requiring stimulus similar to that used in verbal
pretraining.

Seven conditions of verbal discrimination

were used in the study.

The motor task involved learning

lever positioning and the cues were related to prior verbal
learning.

In virtually all of the cases, a positive trans

fer was evident.
0xendine9 found no transfer effects between two
fine motor skills but he found evidence of generality be
tween the learning of two gross motor skills.
occurred between fine and gross motor learning.

No transfer
He used

fine motor skills of mirror.tracing and pencil maze.

The

two gross motor skills were disc tossing and a hop-scotch
type skill.
g

Albert E. Goss and Norman Greenfeld, "Transfer to
a Motor Task as Influenced by Conditions and Degree of
Prior Discrimination Training," J. Exp. Psych. , Vol. 55
(March, 1953), p. 263.
^Gxendine, op. cit., p. 93*

IS
One recent search for generality gave an indication
of general transfer from one skill to another.

It was

submitted by N e l s o n ^ at Utah State University.

His pur

pose was to study transfer of learning in gross motor
skills which were somewhat similar.
proached by (1)

The problem was ap

determining the amount of transfer between

two skills that are somewhat similar when both are learned
at the same time;

(2)

determining the amount of transfer

between two similar skills when they are learned at sepa
rate times; (3)

determining the extent of a possible trans

fer of learning when one of the objectives is the purpose
ful teaching for transfer.
in the study.

Six paired skills were studied

They were a badminton and tennis wall volley,

a basketball tip and volleyball tap for accuracy, and a
track and football stance.

He concluded that:

{1) the

initial learning of the tennis skill seemed to aid in the
learning of the badminton skill;

(2)

the initial learning

of the basketball skill seemed to have had a favorable
effect on learning the volleyball skill; (3)

the initial

learning of the track start seemed to aid the learning of

10

Dale 0. Nelson, ”Studies of Transfer of Learning
in Gross Motor Skills,” Research Quarterly, Vol. 2& {Decem
ber, 1957), p. 372.
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the football stance start;

(4) the deliberate teaching

for transfer seemed to have little effect on the learn
ing of the different skills.
C r a t t y ^ also compared gross and fine motor learn
ing utilizing kinesthetic cues.

Two groups of subjects

practiced traversal of large and small mazes.

The large

maze group had to move the entire body through a maze
fifteen feet long.

The small maze group performed with a

stylus on a similar maze pattern six inches long.

After

each group had performed twelve trials, three times per
week for four weeks, the two groups exchanged problems, i.e.
performance of fine or gross motor skill.

Cratty concluded

that the lack of resulting relationship in performance of
the two tasks was

due to a spatial factor which would cause

performance based upon kinesthetic cues to be specific to
the task.

He did find some transfer effect which was attri

buted to unconscious learning.

He also gave credence to

the theory that human movements are similar only if they
occupy identical spatial dimensions.
vanced by Smith and Smader

12

This theory was ad-

in an earlier study.

Bryant Cratty, "Comparison of Learning a Fine Motor
Task with Learning a Similar Gross Motor Task, Using Kines
thetic Cues," Research Quarterly, Vol. 33 (May, 1962), p. 220.
12
Karl V. Smith and Robert Smader, "Dimensional Analy
sis of Motion VI. The Component Movements of Assembly Motions,"
J. Appl. Psych., Vol. 37 (October, 1953). p. 313.
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In a later treatise, C r a t t y ^ compared four groups
with regard to the rate of learning of a large maze to
determine the influence of previous practice in three
small patterned mazes.

The three small patterned mazes

were irregular in construction.

Learning was equated

with the time necessary to travel a maze.

There was nega

tive initial transfer from small to large maze learning
where maze patterns were dissimilar.

There was positive

initial transfer when patterns were similar.

Cratty

theorized that the results of this study might open pre
vious theories of specificity to criticism.

He hypothe

sized that "a general factor involving the accurate utili
zation of space" may exist and recommended further research.
The optimum weight of projectile to use for practice
in a search for maximum transfer of throwing skill was
studied by Egstrom, Logan and Wallis.^4- It has been sug
gested that certain learnings may occur at a subconscious
level involving feedback and muscular adjustments of which
the learner is kinesthetically unaware.

Fifty-six subjects

■^Bryant j. Cratty, "Transfer of Small-Pattern Prac
tice to Large-Pattern Learning," Research Quarterly, Vol.
33 (December, 1962), p. 534.
■^Glen H. Egstrom, Gene Logan and Earl Wallis, "Ac
quisition of Throwing Skill Involving Projectiles of Vary
ing Weights," Research Quarterly, Vol. 31 (October, I960),
p. 422-23.
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in two groups threw balls with the non-preferred hand
fifteen feet at a target.

The two projectiles weighed

two ounces and six and one half ounces.
twelve inches in circumference.

Both balls were

Transfer from light to

heavy projectile was significantly better.

The heavy

ball group demonstrated a significantlylower score

when

they transferred to the light ball.
STUDIES SUPPORTING THE PRESENCE OF
SPECIFICITY OF MOTOR PERFORMANCE
Seashore"^ conducted a study to determine the re
lationships of fine and gross motor skills.
fine and seventeen gross motor abilities.

He used six
When fine motor

skills were correlated with each other, no relationship
was found.

No relationship was found when gross motor

skills were correlated.

He also found that fine and gross

motor abilities were not related.
The purpose of Lindeburg's1^ study was to determine
whether quickening exercises would improve speed in other
muscular activities.

Three muscular activities were used.

A simple finger press, normal peg shifting, and modified

-*-5seashore, op. cit., p. 26 l.
•^Franklin Lindeburg, ,fA Study of the Degree of Trans
fer Between Quickening Exercises and Other Coordinated Move
ments,” Research Quarterly, Vol. 20 (May, 1949), p. 193-
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peg shifting with lateral and vertical arm movement were
utilized.

He found that a significant transfer did not

occur between the special quickening exercises and the
three movements he studied.

He judged that transfer is

specific and occurs only when the practiced movements are
identical. •
The transfer of skill from one side of the body to
the other was observed by Smith and Von T r e b a ^ in their study
of transfer and direction of movements.

Hand and arm move

ments in set directions and patterns were practiced by sub
jects while these actions were recorded by the Universal
Motion Analyzer.
transfer.

Manipulative movements showed a definite

Travel movements showed a negative transfer effect.

The bilateral transfer of skill from one hand to the other
persisted for about one week.
Henry and Nelson

13

conducted a study to determine

interrelationships between learning and actual performance

17

Karl V. Smith and Patricia Von Treba, "Dimensional
Analysis of Motion: IV. Transfer Effects and Direction of
Movement", J. AppI. Psych.. Vol. 36 (October, 1952), p. 352.

13

Franklin M. Henry and Gaylord A. Nelson, "Age Dif
ferences and Interrelationships Between Skill and Learning
Sross Motor Performance of Ten and Fifteen-Year-Old Boys",
Research Quarterly. Vol. 27 (May, 1956), p. 174.
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in two groups of boys at ages ten and fifteen years.

They

found the younger boys to learn more slowly than the older
boys.

It was suggested that there was more task speci

ficity in older boys.

The final skill level of the older

group was found to be more dependent, upon initial skill
rather than upon learning; whereas, learning was a more
important element in the final skill of the younger age
group.
H e n r y k is one of the leading spokesmen for the
specificity camp.

One of his several contributions con

cluded that large muscle motor performances are as spe
cific as small muscle motor performances.
on

Mathews and others'5, found improved strength in
both arms after a period of exercising only one arm with
an ergometer.

Significant increases of strength occurred

in exercised and unexercised arms, although significant
increase of endurance occurred only in the exercised arm.
Fleishman*^ analyzed relationships between individ
ual differences in positioning movements and static
^^Franklin M. Henry, ’’Specificity Versus Generality in
Learning Motor Skills,” CPEAM Proceedings.(1956), p. 69.
2<“*Donald K. Mathews and others, "Cross Transfer Effects
of Training on Strength and Endurance,1.
’ Research Quarterly,
Vol. 27 (May, 1956), p. 211.
21E . A. Fleishman, ”An Analysis of Positioning Move
ments and Static Reactions,” J. Exp. Psych., Vol. 55
(January, 195&), p. 23.
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reaction tasks required in piloting aircraft.

The tasks

involved moving various limbs to a specific point in
space in which terminal accuracy of the response was
measured.

The static reaction tests required holding a

limb steady while in a fixed position.

He concluded that

coordination in these kinds of abilities is highly task
specific.
Bachman22 tested 320 subjects on the initial learn
ing of two large motor skills.

One task was stabilometer

balancing and the other was a free style ladder climb.
He found motor learning and performance to be task spe
cific.

There was a positive correlation of abilities in

the two tasks for the six-to-eleven-year old boys.

Abil

ity in the two tasks was not positive when the total scores
of all four age groups were correlated.
Lotter2^ explored the maximal speeds of certain
arm and leg movements such as the action of throwing a
baseball or kicking a football.

The results were compared

to results of the same individuals on repetitive (cyclic)
movements.

He found that individual differences in making

a fast movement were highly specific to the task.

22Bachman, op. cit., p. 6.
^Lotter, op• cit., p. 60.
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Clarke and Henry2^ examined the effect of exer
cise on certain muscles causing speed of movement.

They

used exercises that avoided the movements to be tested.
They found no relationship between strength and speed of
movement.

It was found, however, that improved strength

resulted in a corresponding improvement in speed of move
ment .
CrattyTs2^ three-factor theory of perceptual-motor
behavior has some bearing on the question of generality
versus specificity.

Cratty listed. general supports of be

havior as a base, perceptual-motor traits as the middle,
and task specifics as the highest order of ability in
motor skill.

The base includes persistence, aspiration,

and ability to analyze as general characteristics.

The

middle ground involves general body assets such as strength,
speed, and accuracy.

The highest order or task specifics

includes experience, practice, visual monitoring, spatial
conditions, force requirements, and social conditions pres
ent.

Cratty thus summarized that declarations of specific

ity or generality are indefensible.
2^-David H. Clarke and Franklin M. Henry, "Neuro
motor Specificity and Increased Sneed from Strength Develop
ment," Research Quarterly, Vol. 32 (October, 1961), p. 324.
25Bryant J. Cratty, "A Three Level Theory of Per
ceptual Motor Behavior," Quest, Mono. 6 (May, 1966), p. 6.
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Singer

questioned the effects of initial degree

of difficulty upon ultimate success in archery.

Subjects

comprising three groups practiced from distances of ten,
twenty-five, and forty yards.

Ultimate success was not

affected by initial success which was greater at the
shorter distances.

Singer concluded that no definite

assumptions could be made about transfer effects and de
gree of difficulty of first learned tasks.
Rivens2? observed the transfer effects of several
learned tasks upon one.

Most studies have dealt with the

effects of one learned task upon attempts to perform
another.

He used a modified shuffleboard skill with the

subject standing with his back to the target.

Nine groups

performing from varying distances exhibited only fleeting
transfer effects.

However, additional practice appeared

to overcome whatever transfer effects that were evident.
It was also found that several simple tasks revealed sig
nificant transfer effects to one difficult task, but one
simple task did not appreciably transfer to one difficult task.

2^Robert N. Singer, "Transfer Effects and Ultimate Suc
cess in Archery Due to Degree of Difficulty of the Initial
Learning," Research Quarterly, Vol. 37 (December, 1966), p.
536.
^Richards Rivens, "Multiple-Task Transfer Effects in
Perceptual-Motor Learning," Research Quarterly, Vol. &
(October, 1967), p. 492.
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STUDIES OF KINESTHESIS
op
In 1933, Taylor

inspected the effects of kines

thesia on success or failure in basketball players.

One

group consisted of varsity players and another group was
composed of men who had been cut from the varsity squad.
Fourteen tests of kinesthesis were administered, most of
them dealing with repositioning of a limb with the eyes
closed after the same position had been assumed with the
eyes open.

Taylor concluded that successful basketball

players have better kinesthetic judgment than unsuccess
ful basketball players.
29
Wettstone 7 related tests of kinesthesis to gym
nastic ability.

Kinesthesis tests were arm positioning

and target pointing with the eyes closed.

He found no

appreciable correlation between kinesthetic and gymnas
tic ability.
Tests of kinesthesis and the relationship of kines30
thesis to general motor ability were studied by Young.7

2^William J. Taylor, "The Relationship Between
Kinaesthetic Judgment and Success in Basketball,” Master’s
thesis, Penn, State College (1933), p. 31.
2?E. Wettstone, "Tests for Predicting Potential
Ability in Gymnastics and Tumbling,” Research Quarterly.
Vol. 9 (193^), p. 124.
•^Olive G. Young, ”A Study of Kinesthesis in Rela
tion to Selected Movements," Research Quarterly, Vol. 16
(December, 1945), p. 2&5.
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Thirty-seven subjects were given nineteen tests for kines
thesis.

These tests were correlated with scores of General

Motor Ability.

She discovered no significant relationship

between total scores of motor ability and kinesthesis.
31
Fisher
related general motor ability and capacity
with kinesthesis,

A test of general motor capacity, a

test of general motor ability, and a battery of kinesthetic
tests were administered to 125 high school girls.

Low,

positive correlations resulted between balance test, kines
thetic tests, general motor ability and motor capacity.
There was also found a high relationship between performance
of right and left feet on balancing tests.
32
Meday
analyzed the effects of practice on kines
thetic discernment.

The following three measures of kines

thetic discrimination were employed:

31

(1) a bean bag toss

Rosemary Fisher, ”A Study of Kinesthesis in Selected
Motor Movements” , Masterfs thesis, University of Iowa, 1945,
p. 31.
32
Helen Meday, ”The Influence of Practice on Kines
thetic Discrimination” , Masterfs thesis, University of Cal
ifornia, 1949, p. 65.

to target, (2) a scale pressure repositioning test, and
(3) the judgment of weight of different objects.

It was

discovered that practice did not affect kinesthetic abil
ity to discriminate between weights, but that practice
enhanced ability to toss accurately and reposition scaled
pressure.
Roloff-^ followed the study made by Young and in
vestigated twelve tests (some of them Young’s suggested
batteries plus others offered by Scott) for reliability,
validity and relationship to learning rate in college
women.

She found a high degree of reliability and valid

ity, plus a positive relationship between kinesthesis
and the Scott test of motor ability.

The author inferred

that kinesthetic sense was improved in some groups, but
no significant relationship was found between kinesthesis
and learning of bowling and tennis over eight weeks.
H e n r y k attempted to find the relationship between
kinesthetic perception and kinesthetic adjustment.

Twelve

■^Louise L. Roloff, "Kinesthesis in Relation to the
Learning of Selected Motor Skills," Research Quarterly,
Vol. 24 (May, 1953), p. 215.
^ Franklin M. Henry, "Dynamic Kinesthetic Percep
tion and Adjustment," Research Quarterly»- Vol. 24 (May,
1953), P. 136.
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subjects performed two tests of kinesthetic adjustment, which
consisted of two levels of pressure against a spring-loaded
lever, and one test of kinesthetic perception involving re
sponse to externally produced pressure.

He concluded a

reasonably close correspondence between perception and ad
justment .
M u m b y ^ utilized advanced and intermediate wrestlers
as subjects to study the relationship of ability in that
skill to kinesthetic awareness.

As a single group, the

wrestlers proved to be significantly more talented in kines
thetic muscular pressure tests than was a control group.
However, there was not a significant difference in kines
thetic abilities of advanced and intermediate wrestlers.
Arm position tests of kinesthesis failed to be significantly
related to wrestling.
Phillips-^ found a low but positive relationship be
tween kinesthesis and early performance of two golf-like
skills.

He further stated that there is no justification

for use of the phrase "general kinesthetic sensitivity and
control" unless during reference to the sum total of many
specific abilities.
35 h . Hugh Mumby, "Kinesthetic Acuity and Balance Re
lated to Wrestling Ability," Research Quarterly, Vol. 24
(October, 1953), p. 333.
-^B. E. Phillips, "The Relationship Between Certain
Phases of Kinesthesis and Performances During the Early
Stages of Acquiring Two Perceptuomotor Skills," Research
Quarterly, Vol. 24 (1953), P. 216.

31
Weibe

■37

inspected the relative value of various

kinesthetic tests and their relationship to athletic
ability.

He used fifteen varsity and fifteen non-varsity

undergraduates as subjects.

Each subject was tested on

twenty-one different tests.

He discovered no kinesthetic

difference in favor of the athletes and no general kines
thetic sensitivity among either group.
The rate of learning bowling skills and kinesthe33
sis sense were correlated by Phillips and Summers.
They
gave 115 college women twelve arm positional pointing tests
under blindfold conditions as measures of kinesthesis.

The

particular experimental design revealed the following:

(1)

Motor learning and

kinesthesis were related; (2)

thesis was more related to learning
skill acquisition;

(3)

Kines

in the early stages of

A real difference between preferred

and non-preferred hands in kinesthetic perceptivity was
found.
S c o t t ^ attempted to establish practical tests for
measuring kinesthesis.

She analyzed test quality and

37

Vernon R. Wiebe, "A Study of Tests of Kinesthesis,"
Research Quarterly, Vol. 25 (May, 1954)» p. 222.
Marjorie Phillips and Dean Summers, "Relation of
Kinesthetic Perception to Motor Learning," Research Quarterly,
Vol. 25 (December, 1954), p. 463.
•^Gladys M.

Scott, op. cit. ,p. 339.

interrelationships of tests.

She concluded that kines

thesis is a highly specific function.

Tests constructed

on the basis of face validity yielded reliable results
which were consistent from one sample to another.

No

single test proved valid enough to be used as a single
measure of kinesthesis.
E s t e p ^ related static balance and motor ability.
She equated the static equilibrium to kinesthesis while
recognizing that other factors were involved in balance
with the eyes closed.
ataximeter.

Balance was measured by the Miles

Motor ability of girls was designated sub

jectively by physical education staff members.

The author

concluded a positive relationship between static equilib
rium and ability in gross motor activities.
Extent of muscular force is usually listed as one
of the components of kinesthesis.

Slater-Hammel^ in

vestigated the use of an electronic device for measuring
muscular exertion.

This was done to neutralize the effect

of tactual stimulation which is normally a factor in most

^ D o r o t h y P. Estep, "Relationship of Static Equilib
brium to Ability in Motor Activities," Research Quarterly,
Vol. 28 (March, 1957), p. 14.
^ A . T. Slater-Hammel, "Measurement of Kinesthetic
Perception of Muscular Force with Muscle Potential Changes
Research Quarterly, Vol. 28 (May, 1957), p. 15$.

tests of kinesthesis.

Subjects attempted to exert a

specific force through isolated contraction of the tri
ceps brachi.

The subjects were required to reproduce

practice contractions.

Varying groups (physical educa

tion majors, liberal arts majors, female liberal arts
majors) tended to reproduce more than the practiced mus
cular force.

There was no significant difference between

groups or sexes in variable errors.
Kinesthesis and mental practice, and tests of kines
thesis were assessed by Start. ^

Subjects mentally prac

ticed a new skill for five minutes each day for six days.
They then performed the skill which was a single leg up
start on the high bar (a gymnastic skill), on the day
following the final mental practice.

Subsequently, the

same subjects were given the Wiebe Test of Kinesthesis.
A comparison of the scores of the two performances revealed
no relationship between the mentally practiced skill and
kinesthetic ability.

Start inferred that the kinesthetic

tests were inadequate estimates because "the subjective
awareness of position and movement in space is comprised
of many highly specific abilities."

^ K . B. Start, "Kinesthesis and Mental Practice,"
Research Quarterly, Vol. 35 (October, 1964), p. 31&-
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In one study, Smith^3 designated the traditional
concept of kinesthesis (direct movement-generated sensory
return from neuromuscular spindles, Golgi tendon organs
and Pacenian corpuscles) as the "reflex-circle doctrine."
He suggested a new term--"somesthesis"— as a more accurate
label.

According to his hypothesis, "the most critical

mechanisms of kinesthetic feedback control are based on
direct neural detection of sensory differences between
corresponding muscle stimulus loci on the two halves of
the body."

Smith proposed that studies of bilateral trans

fer of learning represented evidence of the validity of
his theory of somesthesis.
N o r r i e ^ looked for various kinesthetic abilities
within individuals and between individuals.

Her tests

were essentially the' repositioning of arms and legs, both
left and right, with varying weights being lifted each
time.

She found that ability was highly task specific

and that more differences existed within than between in
dividuals .

^^Karl.Vi Smith, "Cybernetic Foundations of Physical
Behavorial Science," Quest, Mono. S,(May, 1967), p. 39.
44Mary Lou Norrie, "Measurement of Kinesthetic Sen
sitivity by Joint Angle Reproduction and Threshold for
Lifted Weights," Research Quarterlyt Vol. 3& (October, 1967),
p. 472.
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LaBa r b a ^ sought to determine the relationship be
tween tactile and kinesthetic stimuli.

Low electrical

shock was used to measure tactile response while reproduc
tion of dot-dash rhythms of a telegraph key was considered
kinesthetic response.

He found

tween scores of kinesthetic and

a strong relationship be
tactile response.

He also

found that athletes of various age groups (other than high
school age) scored higher on kinesthesis than on tactile
responses.

However, there was no difference between sub

jects of various backgrounds on tactile response.
Christina^ attempted to develop a single test for kin
esthesis.

He utilized a side arm position and repositioning

minus vision as a test.
to day.

He found the test reliable from day

The non-dominant hand yielded more precise test

performance.

Accuracy was improved when larger angles be

tween the arm and body were utilized.

Test performance was

more proficient after a ten-day period of practice.
In a later article Christina^ summarized the contri
bution of kinesthesis to movement learning in the following
manner:
45Richard C. LaBarba, "Differential Response to Sim
ple Kinesthetic and Tactile Stimuli," Research Quarterly,
Vol.
(October, 1967), p. 472.
^ R o b e r t W. Christina, "The Side Arm Positional Test of
Kinesthetic Sense," Res. Quart., Vol. 3& (May, 1967), P. 1$2.
47Robert Christina, "The Relationship of Kinesthesis to
Physical Education," Phys. Ed., Vol. 24 (Dec., 1967), p. 167.
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An individual learns a new skill from the memory of
former situations and the consciousness of present
ones which help him to judge the correctness of his
movements.
STUDIES OF GROSS MOTOR LEARNING
RELATING TO FEEDBACK
Feedback may be visual, verbal, kinesthetic or
any combination of these.
of several purposes.

Feedback may serve one or all

R o b b ^ summarized the roles of feed

back as motivation, regulation, and/or reinforcement.
S m o d e ^ concluded that additional feedback or in
formation that forced the learner to concentrate on one
particular item of the task increased learning through
motivation.

Lawther^ stated that best learning is the

result of precise and prompt feedback for it is the modi
fier of further response.
S m i t h ^ used the term "sensory cybernetics" to
designate development of perception through integrated
movement control of receptor function, stimulus selection,

Margaret Robb, op. cit., p. 39^ A. F. Smode, "Learning and Performance in a Track
ing Task Under Two Levels of Achievement Information Feed
back," J. Exp. Psych., Vol. 56 (195&), p. 303.
John D. Lawther, "Directing Motor Skill Learning,"
Quest, Mono. 6 {May, i 9 6 0 ), p. 73.
Si
Smith, op. cit.. p. 4 8 .
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and afferent processes.

In his cybernetic approach, feed

back factors determine learning and its related functions
through direct sensory movement effects.
Drowatsky^ conducted a study to measure the im
pact of perceived objects on subsequent experiences with
different sizes of objects.

He pointed out that a personTs

perceptions reflect his past experiences with the environ
mental stimuli.

Fifteen male students were shown fifteen

different sized squares without the subjectsv being able
to observe the squares as they were changed.

The subjects

tended to evaluate each square in size in terms of the one
previously observed.

Motor ability was measured through

the use of eight motor skills.

The author's verdict was

that perceptual organization and motor skill develop concommitantly.
Pierson and Rasch

53

investigated the effect of knowl'

edge of results on isometric strength scores.

They found

isometric scores greater when the subject had a knowledge
of performance results.

^2John N. Drowatsky, "Relationship of Size Constancy
to Selected Measures of Motor Ability," Research Quarterly,
Vol. 33 (October, 1967), p. 373.
^ W i l l i a m r . Pierson and Philip J. Rasch, "Effect of
Knowledge of Results on Isometric Strength Scores," Re
search Quarterly, Vol. 35 (October, 1964), p. 314.
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S m o d e ^ compared performance and learning under two
levels of feedback.

A tracking task was devised and sub

jects in different groups were given high or low level
information regarding results of their performances.
Transfer effects of the two levels of feedback were also
observed.

Performance, learning, and transfer were better

under conditions where knowledge of results was

offered

most completely.
55
Morford
studied the effects of two amounts of
supplementary visual feedback on kinesthetic learning.
Ninety subjects divided into three groups

received (1)

kinesthetic feedback only, (2) kinesthetic and visual
feedback,

(3) and an even greater amount of visual feed

back while performing a task of lever pressure control.
His subjects achieved no appreciable learning utilizing
kinesthetic feedback alone.

The larger amount of feed

back that was supplementary to kinesthetic feedback was
found to be generally more effective.

r^
Ellis

tested forty-eight junior high school girls

on the standing broad Jump and grip strength.

One group

Cl

^Smode, op. cit. , p. 303.
55W. R. Morford, ’’The Value of Supplementary Visual
Information During Practice on Dynamic Kinesthetic Learn
ing,” Research Quarterly, Vol. 37 (October, 1966), p. 404.
-^Peggy D. Ellis, ’’The Effect of Knowledge of Results
and Level of Aspiration in Measures of Strength and Motor
Performances of Junior High School Girls,” Master’s thesis,
University of Oregon (1 9 6 4 ), p. 52.
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performed without knowledge of results and one group re
ceived knowledge of results.

The groups did not prove to

be significantly different according to her apodosis.
Cratty^7 noted that kinesthesis is valuable as a
factor in feedback.

He also stated that the awareness of

a limbts starting position prior to beginning a ballistic
action is probably dependent upon kinesthetic feedback.
Cratty expressed the belief that this sensation is more
important in slow movements.
Battig

compared the effects of verbal, visual,

and kinesthetic cues on acquisition of lever positioning
skill.

The subjects adjusted an airplane type ,rjoystick”

in response to lights, no lights or called numbers.

He

found that practice involving verbal, visual, and kines
thetic cues was superior to practice utilizing only one
cue.
Greenspoon and Foreman

59

found that the time inter

val between performance and feedback was significant.

They

^Br y a n t J. Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor Learn
ing , o p . cit., p. 110.
^Wil l i a m F. Battig, "The Effect of Kinesthetic, Verbal
and Visual Cues on the Acquisition of a Lever-Positioning
Skill," J. Exp. Psych. , Vol. 47 (May, 1954), p. 37$.
59Joel Greenspoon and Sally Foreman, "Effects of Delay
of Knowledge of Results on Learning a Motor Task," J, Exp.
Psych., Vol. 51 (1956), p. 22B.
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concluded that best learning was achieved through immediate
knowledge of results.
Gagne and Fleishman

alluded to the presence of

internal kinesthetic cues.

They stated that the novice

would spend more time in checking stance and alignment
than would the more skilled performer who through habit
ual performance has sorted out valid and meaningful cues.
G i b b s ^ conducted an experiment to determine the
effects of continuous and intermittent kinesthetic feed
back.

Ninety-five sub-jects performed two types of lever

tracking tasks.

One involved isotonic movement with in

termittent kinesthetic feedback and one involved isometric
contractions of a continuous nature.

He concluded that

where continuous kinesthetic feedback existed, the best
learning would result.
SUMMARY OF

LITERATURE

Early studies indicate the presence of a generality
of motor ability.

Most of the authors of such studies

R. M. Gagne and E. A. Fleishman, Psychology and
Human Performance (New York: Holt-Dryden, 1959)$ P- 246.
^ C . B. Gibbs, ’’The Continuous Regulation of Skilled
Response by Kinesthetic Feedback,” Brit. J. Psych., Vol. 45
(February, 1954), P. 3&.
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qualified their conclusions by identifying the generally
gifted motor person as one possessing a number of highly
regarded athletic traits such as speed, strength, etc.
More recent studies tend to conclude a specificity
of task performance.

The influence of practice does not

seem to have been measured adequately.

The influence of

practice may produce more generality of motor skill or
it is possible that those studies concluding generality
were produced by subjects who could learn quickly.

At

the present there does not appear to be a definite answer
to the question of generality versus specificity, which
should lead to more research concerning the question.
The study of generality must begin with a definition
of the word.

Some authors seem to have considered general

ability as completely inherent, innate, or"natural” ability.
Other researchers appear to be referring to educability
when writing about generality.

"General” motor ability

tests apparently measure specifically achieved skills that
combine to create the mosaic of total motor ability.
The study of transfer is interwoven in a study of
generality.

What one may conclude as generality may actually

represent transfer.

Transfer has been found to be positive

when attempts were made to learn a new skill that was similar
to a previously acquired skill.

Such transfer is probably

proportionate to the number of common elements inherent or
injected into the two tasks.
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Feedback has been categorized variously as visual,
verbal or kinesthetic.

Researchers’ conclusions vary in

weight or value of each to the motor learning process.
All agree that feedback is vital.

Practice is important

in learning but the key to effective learning appears to
be practice plus feedback information.
There is some contradictory evidence regarding the
relationship between kinesthesis and motor learning and
between-kinesthesis and motor ability.

It would appear

that much research is still needed to determine the role
of kinesthesis in gross motor performance.
Cratty

stated that more research is needed to

determine whether there are general or specific factors
controlling the nature and function of kinesthesis and
how kinesthesis integrates with other cues to form a total
perception of movement.

He called for the study of activi

ties utilizing the entire body and large muscle groups
rather than tactual-manipulative' activities heretofore used
primarily.
Elsewhere Cratty ^ stated that
skill specificity may hinge upon the use of vision
when performing motor acts.
Transfer seems more
likely in tasks where vision is eliminated, th^n;.
when vision accompanies complex coordinations.
The

Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor Learning, o p .
c x t *, p . Ill.
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Cratty, Quest, op. cit. , p. 7.
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neurological evidence relating to the vast amount of
the brain devoted to visual functioning, as well as
the complexity of the visual cortex, supports the
contention that visual-motor performance may be
highly specific; while movements performed in the
absence of vision may be more highly related.
Cells
in the fovea of the eye are represented in the brain
at a 1:1 ratio, while muscle receptors are probably
afforded no such liberal representation in the cortex.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
I.

OVERVIEW

One hundred male subjects were tested for kines
thetic gross motor ability in hitting, passing, throwing,
and kicking skills.

The same tests and procedures were

administered to all subjects with the exception of counter
balancing feedback methods and test events.
formance methods:!were utilized.

Three per

The tests were performed

kinesthetically with auditory feedback, kinesthetically
with visual feedback, and with full vision.
given for each of three performance methods.

Ten trials were
The order of

kinesthetic feedback method was counterbalanced.

In each

test, subjects hit, threw, passed or kicked to a target
of concentric circles marked on the floor.

The subjects

were blindfolded during the two kinesthetic performances.
Scores were the sum total of values of target hits for each
of the three methods of performing.

Target hit values

ranged from zero to six.
II.

SELECTION OF SUBJECTS

One hundred Louisiana State University male under
graduate students served as subjects.
44

About one half of
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them were Health, Physical and Recreation Education
students enrolled in the majors program.

The other sub

jects were enrolled in activity classes.

These classes

were gymnastics, badminton, wrestling, conditioning exer
cises, tennis, weight training and golf.

Subject ages

ranged from eighteen to twenty-nine*
Motivation of Subjects
While all of the subjects were enrolled in classes
in the Department of Health, Physical and Recreation Educa
tion, their participation was on a voluntary basis.

Their

status as volunteers was explained to them both by their
instructors and the researcher.

An attempt was made to

secure the subjects1 cooperation, interest, and motivation
to perform at their best.

They were told that the experi

ment was an attempt to find a factor that would be the key
to all-around or general athletic ability.

The subjects

were promised a report on the results of the research.
III.

PILOT STUDY

A pilot study was conducted during the month of
December, 1967.

Twenty subjects were tested.

Subjects were

Louisiana State University male undergraduates enrolled in
activity classes in the Department of Health, Physical and
Recreation Education.

Test of Motor Ability and Kinesthesis
Four tests were employed.

The tests were designated

as hitting, throwing, passing, and kicking.

Through trial

and error the researcher arrived at the distance that would
be challenging for each event.

Hitting and kicking were

performed from a restraining line marked on the floor thirty
eight feet from the center of the target.

It was decided

that a greater distance was necessary for the overhand
throw and the two-hand chest pass in order to adequately
distinguish among different levels of ability.

The restrain

ing line for these two events was set at forty-two feet.
The restraining lines were two inches wide and one foot
long.

They were marked with a combination of one inch of

white adhesive tape and one inch of white tempera paint.
Two restraining lines were marked for two stations so that
two subjects could be tested simultaneously.
tions were forty-four inches apart.
utilized to test for kinesthesis.

The two sta

The same tests were
In the tests of kines

thesis the subjects’ vision was eliminated by placing
opaque goggles over their eyes.
1
Cratty has urged more kinesthetic testing of large
muscle groups and total body motion of a gross motor nature.

^"Bryant J. Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor Learn
ing, o p . cit. , p. 111.
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The four tests employed in this study were designed to meet
those qualifications.
pulsion of a ball.

In each test the skill involved pro

A ball is used in many of the sports

taught in physical education classes in this country.

The

skills selected were not intended to represent all types of
physical education activities, nor were they designed to
represent all of those requiring propulsion of a ball.

How

ever, it was believed that the tests were fairly representative
of American sports that require the use of a ball.
The tests measured accuracy in hitting, throwing, pass
ing, and kicking.

In each event, the ball was aimed at a

target of concentric circles marked on the floor.

The pilot

study target had a center circle (highest value) that was
three feet in diameter, with two outer circles nine feet and
fifteen feet in diameter, respectively.

The value of a hit in

the center circle was five and the second and third circles
were valued at three and one, respectively.
Target Used in Pilot Study

FIGURE I.
PILOT STUDY TARGET

4$
The twenty pilot study subjects were able to con
sistently score fives and threes on throwing and passing
skills.

In order to achieve greater variability in the

scores for the actual study, it was decided to create six
circles by halving each of the original ones.

The dimen

sions and values of the target used in the actual study
are given on page'5 1 .
Number of Trials
Ten trials for motor ability with eyes open and ten
trials for kinesthesis (no vision) were administered to
each subject for each of the four tests.

The tests

for

motor ability were given first in the pilot study.
An examination of the mean trends for the twenty
subjects on each trial indicated the need for ten trials.
In all but one event (passing) the subjects reached their
peak performance before the tenth trial.

The mean per

formance for all subjects is shown in Table I.
Reliability of Pilot Study Tests
2
Willgoose listed kinesthesis as one of ten elements
of motor ability.

Weibe

defined kinesthesis as being

2

Willgoose, op. cit. , p. 247.

^Weibe, op. cit., p. 222.
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position sense.

Ragsdale^- wrote that blindfold practice

enhanced dependence upon kinesthetic cues.

Thus, it was

that blindfold performance would be one way to test for
kinesthesis.
TABLE I
MEAN SCORES OF TWENTY SUBJECTS ON HITTING, THROWING,
PASSING AND KICKING TESTS DURING PILOT STUDY
Means
G

SD
K

G

Range
K

G

Hitting
2.51
1.59
10.5
24
3.31
Throwing
9.93
4 .43
4.33
2.93
17
Passing
3.63
2.69
33
9.1
11.7
1.62
.902
Kicking
7.6
21
. . .5.2._ .
G represents general motor ability and K is indicative
of kinesthesis in Table I.

K
32
34
40
25

The reliability was tested by the split-half method.
The correlations were then estimated by the Spearman-Brown
prophecy formula.
found,

A considerable degree of reliability was

r ’s of .6 7 , .6 6 , .7 1 > and . 7 0 were found for the

general motor skills of throwing, hitting, passing and
kicking.

For kinesthesis, r Ts of .73, .36, .69, and .71

were found for the same skills.

^C. E. Ragsdale, How Children Learn the Mot.or* Types
of Activities (49th Yearbook:: University of Chicago Press,

1950H
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Relationship of Motor and Kinesthetic Tests
The total scores for all subjects 1 motor ability and
the total scores of all subjects* kinesthesis tests were
correlated in the pilot study.

The r ’s found were .5#, .57,

.5 1 and .3 4 for throwing, hitting, passing and kicking, re
spectively.
IV.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST EVENTS IN THE STUDY

Each subject performed all four tests without in
terruption.

The order of the tests was counterbalanced.

Each subject later assumed the role of '’coach” and scorer.
Ten trials for kinesthesis were performed in two
ways.

One time auditory feedback was utilized and one time

the subject performed ten trials for kinesthesis with visual
feedback.

Ten trials for each event were performed with com

plete use of vision as a test of motor ability.

The first

two methods were counterbalanced so that every other sub
ject performed first with auditory feedback, and every other
subject performed first with visual feedback.
Each subject performed thirty trials for each test.
Thus a total of 120 trials were performed with no pause other
than to secure goggles or projectiles for the next event.
Target
The target was marked on the floor.
target was eighteen inches in diameter.

The center of the
Each of five addi

tional circles was arranged eighteen inches from the outside
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edge of each other in concentric fashion around the center
of the target.

Seven values were designated for the target

area, from six (middle of target) to zero (complete miss).
The target circles were marked initially with one-inch
wide strips of adhesive tape.

After the adhesive tape circles

were placed and measured for verification, they were widened
to two inches by painting an additional one-inch white line
around the outside edge of each.

FIGURE II.
TARGET FOR KINESTHETIC AND GROSS MOTOR TESTS
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Hitting
The teat of hitting ability was measured by having the
subjects hit a tennis ball with a paddle ball racquet.

Any

grip or underhand swinging style was considered legal.

To

get the proper trajectory, subjects were asked to hit the
ball over a beam that was ten feet above the floor.

The

following pictures illustrate kinesthetic and gross motor
performance of the hitting test.

FIGURE III.
KINESTHETIC AND GROSS MOTOR HITTING
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Throwing
The throwing technique called for a one-handed
overhand throw.

The subjects were required to throw so

that the ball started upward when it left their hands*
They were instructed to try to throw over the ten foot
high beam running across the room.
the throwing projectile.

A softball was used as

Any stance was allowed as long

as the subject remained behind the restraining line.

The

following pictures illustrate kinesthetic and gross motor
performance of the throwing test.

FIGURE IV.
KINESTHETIC AND GROSS MOTOR THROWING

Passing
A soccer ball was used to measure passing skill.
A two-hand basketball chest pass or set shot technique
was used.

Subjects were instructed to attempt to pass

the ball over the beam to get the desired parabola.
allel or staggered stance was allowed.

Par

The following

pictures illustrate kinesthetic and gross motor perform
ance of the passing test.

FIGURE V.
KINESTHETIC AND GROSS MOTOR PASSING
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Kicking
A soccer ball was used as the projectile.

Any style

of punting was allowed as long as the ball was kicked be
fore it struck the floor.

Some subjects used one step and

some utilized two steps.

Most subjects kicked with the in

step or top of the foot striking the ball.

Others utilized

a soccer style kick with the side of the foot.
had to stay behind the restraining

Subjects

line to kick the ball.

They had to drop the ball from the hands toward the foot
and kick it while it was still in the air.

FIGURE VI.
KINESTHETIC AND GROSS MOTOR KICKING
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Validity
Validity of the tests was assumed at face value.
The literature would seem to support this approach.

Scott^

stated that ,Tthe face validity of the individual items was
considered reasonable.1'

She was referring to test items

in a kinesthetic perception test battery.

Elsewhere, she

referred to kinesthetic perception as the connecting link
between previous experience and learning a new motor task.
V.

TESTS FOR KINESTHESIS

The same events utilized for testing motor ability
were utilized to test for kinesthesis.

The only difference

was that the subjects vision was obstructed by opaque
goggles.
Visual Restriction
The goggles used were aviator style and rubber edged,
with opaque celluloid lenses.

To insure the fact that sub

jects could not utilize their vision, adhesive tape was
placed over the lenses of the goggles.

Eye periphery rub

ber edges fitted snugly against the eyebrow and cheekbone
of the subject so that no frontal or periphery vision was

K

^Scott, op. cit. . p. 334.
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possible.
feet.

Subjects could see the floor directly at their

In no way could they see the target while perform

ing in the required manner.
VI.

FEEDBACK DURING KINESTHETIC TESTS

Auditory
During ten trials of each test event, subjects were
allowed no visual knowledge of results.

The only feedback

they received was an auditory description of their perform
ance given by their Trcoach,f.

The "coach" used a clock-

face method of describing where projectiles landed; for
example, he might say, "in the two circle at five o rclock."
The "coach" was allowed to tell the subject to turn left
or right before the next effort.

He was allowed to instruct

verbally but could not touch or physically aid the subject
unless it was necessary to reposition him behind the restrain
ing line.
Visual
During ten trials, subjects were allowed to raise
the goggles to see where the projectile landed.

In the

event, a subject did not raise the goggles in time to see
the projectile land, his "coach" would stand on the spot
to give him visual knowledge
formance .

of the results of his per

'
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VII.

TESTING AREA

A room twenty feet wide and sixty feet long was
used for the experiment.

The room ceiling was slanted up

ward at a 45° angle from the right wall, which was eleven
feet from the floori. Windows on the left wall and electric
lights provided ample lighting.

There was only one door

to the room, which was kept locked during most of the final
study so that the target and restraining lines could be
kept intact.

A beam ran across the center of the rectan

gular room between the target and performance lines at a
height of ten feet.

During each test, subjects were en

couraged to hit, throw, pass or kick over the beam.

Re

trials were allowed when projectiles in good target tra
jectory hit either the beam or the lower part of the
slanted ceiling.
No spectators were allowed during the course of the
experiment.

This was done so that the performers would

feel no inhibitions, nor would they receive any special
motivation from the presence of spectators.
VIII.

TESTING PROCEDURES

Test Performance
Two subjects were tested at the same time.

The two sub

jects subsequently served as coaches for two more subjects.
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The two coaches for the first two subjects were never
tested in order to avoid potential learning.
The subjects entered the room and filled out score
card information.

A score card is shown in Appendix A.

Subjects were instructed briefly concerning the nature
of the test and introduced to their coach who had in most
cases already served as a subject.

A brief demonstration

of each event was given by the researcher.

The instruc

tions that were given to each subject are in Appendix B.
During the ten trials for kinesthesis with auditory
feedback, the coaches were instructed to stand adjacent
to their subjects.

The researcher retrieved the projec

tiles after each trial and rolled them back to the coaches.
The coaches handed the projectile to the subject, informed
him of his results, and marked the value of the hit on the
subject’s score card.

During the ten trials of kinesthesis

with visual feedback and the ten trials of general motor
ability with eyes open, the coaches stood at the target
area.

They rolled the projectiles directly to the subjects

and marked the score cards with no assistance from the re
searcher.
Delay between trials was kept nearly uniform.

The

time lapse amounted to the time required for the scorer
to mark the card and roll the ball back to the coach.
time was less than ten seconds.

That

Sc oring
The score cards were mimeographed on cards with
fifteen columns for marking.
each event.

There were three columns for

The columns were for scoring kinesthesis with

auditory feedback, kinesthesis with visual feedback, and
for scoring general motor ability.

There were three addi

tional spaces for totaling each of the methocfc of perform
ance .
Coaches marked the value of each hit immediately
after the projectile landed.

If a line was hit, the value

of the highest adjacent circle was given.

If the projec

tile missed the entire target, a zero was recorded.

If

a projectile that appeared to be on a trajectory to the
target struck the beam across the room or the slanted ceil
ing, a retrial was given.
At the end of all the tests, each coach was asked
to rewrite any digits that may later have appeared to be
illegible.

The score cards were then received by the re

searcher and two more subjects were brought into the room.
The

two subjects remained toperform as coaches and scorers

for

the next two subjects.

Time Utilized for Testing
Testing of subjects was performed primarily during
the month of February, 1968.

The hours between 7:30 and

9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon and 3:00 p.m. were utilized.

It required almost exactly thirty minutes to test
one subject.

However, the time for testing was expedited

by arranging two stations so that two subjects could per
form at the same time.

Organization, preparation, and

administration of the tests for four subjects normally
required three hours.

Thus, approximately seventy-five

total hours were utilized in testing 100 subjects.
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IX.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Correlations were computed to determine relation
ships among the three types of performances in each task:
kinesthetic performance with auditory feedback, with visual
feedback, and performance without blindfolds.

Correlations

were also drawn among the four tasks to determine the re
lationship of ability from one skill to another for each
of the three performance techniques.
A factorial analysis of variance was employed to
investigate the differences among the four motor skills,
the difference between kinesthetic performance with auditory
feedback and visual feedback, and the interaction effects
of feedback and motor skill.

Orthogonal comparisons were

then utilized to locate the nature of the differences in
cases where significant F ratios were found.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
I. CORRELATIONS TO ASSESS GENERALITY OF THE VARIOUS METHODS
OF PERFORMING IN THE FOUR GROSS MOTOR SKILLS
The data were first analyzed to determine the rela
tionship of method of performing among the gross motor
skills of hitting, throwing, passing and kicking.

Six cor

relations were drawn for each of the three performance
methods.

Table II indicates results of those correlations.
TABLE II

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE FOUR MOTOR SKILLS FOR KINESTHETIC
PERFORMANCES WITH AUDITORY FEEDBACK AND WITH VISUAL
FEEDBACK AND FOR PERFORMANCE WITH VISION
OF 100 COLLEGE MEN
AK

*
•

VK
_—
r

*
•
•

JT

P
P
P
r
r
Hitting vs.
•
•
•
•
.26
.01
Throwing 1-2. .26. .01
1-2 • .28 . .01
1-2
Hitting vs.
.01
Passing 1-2. .27. .0 1
.01
.29
.29
1-3
1-3
Hitting vs.
.36
.01
.2 6 . .01
Kicking 1-4. .03. NS
1-4
1-4
Throwing v s .
.01
.01
Passing 2-3. .43- .01
2-3
.41
.34
2-3
Throwing v s .
.01
2 -4
.40
Kicking 2-4. .0 5 . NS
.17 . NS
2-4
Passing vs.
.01
.26
.01
Kicking 3-4. *17. NS
.45
3-4
3-4
r needed for significance at .01 level = .25
1 - Hitting; 2 = Throwing; 3 = Passing; 4 = Kicking
AK = Kinesthetic performance with auditory feedback
VK = Kinesthetic performance with visual feedback
M ~ Motor performance with full vision
•
♦

•

•

•

•

♦

.

.

0

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

0

•

0

0

•

•

0

•

0

0

0

0

•

0

•

•

0

0

0'

0

•

.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A

0

0

0

0

•

.

0

0

0
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As shown in Table II, the kinesthetic kicking skill
appeared to be quite specific in that this performance
showed relatively low relationship with other skills.

In

performances using auditory feedback, the correlations were
•0 3 , .05 and .1 7 with hitting, throwing and passing, respec
tively.

Kinesthetic kicking performance with visual feed

back was found to relate slightly higher to the other three
skills than did the auditory feedback performance.

The co

efficients of correlation were .2 6 for kicking and hitting
and kicking and passing, and .1 7 between kicking and throwing.
The correlations of kicking performance to performances
in the other tasks were considerably higher when performed
with vision than when executed kinesthetically.

Coefficients

of correlation of .3 6 , .4 0 and .45 were found between kick
ing and hitting, kicking and throwing, and kicking and pass
ing, respectively.

While these relationships were still too

low for predictive purposes, they were many times higher
than the coefficients obtained between kicking and the other
motor skills when performed kinesthetically.
In this particular analysis it appeared that the hypo
thesis expressed by Cratty’*' in the introduction was untenable.
The hypothesis was that perhaps there would be more generality

^Cratty, Quest, op. cit.. p. 7.

with eyes closed than with eyes open.

It is immediately

apparent that the opposite is true as shown by the re
lationships of kicking and hitting during kinesthetic
performance (r - .03 auditory feedback and .2 6 visual feed
back) and visual performance (r = .36).

For the same

conditions, kicking and throwing correlated .0 5 , .17 and
.40.

A somewhat different pattern is evidenced when the

interrelationships among the other three motor skills are
analyzed.

The relationship between hitting and throwing

was essentially the same kinesthetically with auditory feed
back (r = .2 6 , with visual feedback (r = .28) and when done
with vision (r = .26).

Similarly, the correlations between

hitting and passing were almost exactly the same under the
three conditions of performance.

The remaining relationship

between throwing and passing, was generally highest at each
of the three conditions of performance.

The two skills

correlated .43 when performed kinesthetically with auditory
feedback, .34 with visual feedback, and .41 with full vision
The hypothesis mentioned above therefore was again
found to be utenable since the relationships, or generality
of performance, appeared to be the same under each condition
of practice.

However, .it was shown that there was more

generality among the three skills of hitting, throwing, and
passing under the different conditions of performance than
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between kicking and any of the other skills under the dif
ferent conditions.

As was perhaps expected, the generality

of performance in throwing and passing was highest of all.
In summary, the intercorrelations among the four
motor tasks under each of the three methods of performing
in Table II shows that the highest relationships (generality)
were obtained when performance was done with full vision.
The least generality was found when the subjects were per
forming with least visual cues which was while blindfolded
with only verbal knowledge of results.

This finding contra

dicts the hypothesis that more generality would be found
with eyes closed than with eyes open.
II. INTERCORRELATIONS OF PERFORMANCES WITH AUDITORY
FEEDBACK, WITH VISUAL FEEDBACK, AND WITH FULL VISION
The data were next analyzed to determine the relation
ships of the three methods of performing in each motor skill.
Thus, for each task the kinesthetic performance with auditory
feedback was correlated with kinesthetic performance with
visual feedback; then kinesthetic performance with auditory
feedback was correlated with performance with full vision;
and finally, kinesthetic performance with visual feedback
was correlated with performance with full vision.

The re

sults of these correlations for each of the four gross motor
tasks are shown in Table III.
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TABLE III
INTERCORRELATIONS OF PERFORMANCE SCORES OF 100 COLLEGE MEN
IN KINESTHETIC PERFORMANCE WITH AUDITORY FEEDBACK, WITH
VISUAL FEEDBACK, AND PERFORMANCE WITH VISION IN
FOUR GROSS MOTOR SKILLS

i
—i
o«

HitThrowPassKickting
r
P
ing
r
P
ing
r
P
ing
r
P
.AK-VK. .30. .01.AK-VK. .73. .01.AK-VK. .36. .01
AK-VK . .46.
*
«
AK-M * •^*1 *.0 ; !AK-M ; .17! n s !a k -m ! .55! .Ol!AK-M ; '.2l\ .01
•
••
VK-M ..53. .01.[VK-M ! .50! .Ol!VK-M ! .75! .01‘
.VK-M ; .59*. .01
r needed for significance at .05 level - .19 M
at .01 level = .25
AK - kinesthetic performance with auditory feedback
VK - kinesthetic performance with visual feedback
M - gross motor performance with full vision
Although the relationships for the majority of the cor
relations were statistically significant, none was high
enough to be of predictive value.

That is, the scores of

a subject’s performance while blindfolded and receiving
verbal feedback would not be indicative of the subject’s
potential score in motor performance with full vision, and
vice-versa.

Generally, the relationships between normal

performance with full vision and kinesthetic performance with ■
visual feedback were higher than either the normal performance
with full vision and kinesthetic performance with auditory
feedback, or auditory feedback performance and visual feedback
performance.

The lowest correlations were found between kines

thetic performance with auditory feedback and gross motor
performance.

- -
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The coefficients of correlation for task performance
methods

(Table III) proved to be considerably higher than

the coefficients of correlation for task performances in
the four gross motor skills.

Thus, it appears that regard

less of the motor skill performed, there tends to be a fairly
high relationship among performances, whether kinesthetically
or not in any particular motor task.

If a subject performs

well under kinesthetic conditions with verbal cues, he will
be apt to perform well under kinesthetic condition with
visual cues and with full vision.
The methods of kinesthetic performance utilizing dif
ferent levels of feedback were more highly related for the
skill of passing than for any other skill.

The coefficient

of correlation was .73 for kinesthetic performance with
verbal feedback and kinesthetic performance with visual feed
back.

This may be attributed to the great emphasis on develop

ment of peripheral vision in sports where skill In passing is
essential.

Some almost blind passing is done in sports such

as soccer, basketball and volleyball.

On the other hand, the

lowest coefficients were found for kinesthetic feedback techni
que for the skill of throwing.

A coefficient of .30 was found

between kinesthetic performance conditions with auditory and
with visual feedback respectively.

This may be attributed to

the emphasis on full visual target concentration in such sports

as softball and baseball.

This is further evidenced by the

very low correlation between kinesthetic performance with
verbal feedback and motor performance with full vision.
In summary, it can be assumed that gross motor per
formance scores with visual feedback are more highly re
lated to scores produced with full vision.

The two kines

thetic performance methods are individually more highly re
lated to gross motor performance method with full vision than
they are related to each other.
III.

COMPARISON OF KINESTHETIC PERFORMANCE IN THE
FOUR MOTOR SKILLS WHILE UTILIZING AUDITORY
FEEDBACK AND VISUAL FEEDBACK

A factorial analysis of variance was employed to in
vestigate the differences among the four motor skills, the
difference between kinesthetic performance with auditory
feedback and visual feedback, and the interaction effects of
feedback and motor skill.

Three part analysis of variance

was used in order to account for the fact that the same sub
jects were given all of the treatments.
The results of that analysis are shown in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF KINESTHETIC PERFORMANCE SCORES
OF 100 COLLEGE MEN ON FOUR GROSS MOTOR SKILLS
UTILIZING AUDITORY AND VISUAL FEEDBACK

Source of
Variance

Sum of
Squares

Among
Subjects

24095

99

243

A

61497

3

B

15647

A x B
Error
Total

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F

P

20499

250

.01

1

15647

191

.01

1 G40

3

610

7

.01

56811

693

$2

155692

799
F needed for significance at .01 level with 3 degrees of
freedomi = 3.S2
F needed for significance at .01 level with 1 degree of
freedom1 = 6 .6 7
In Table IV it can be seen that significant F Ts were
found for levels

A, the effects of different motor skills;

B, the effects of type of feedback; and A x B, the inter
action of type of feedback and different motor skills.
The significant F found for A indicates that there were
significant differences among the scores on the four motor
tasks.

Orthogonal comparisons were then made to determine where

the differences in performance lay.
The significant F indicated for B in Table IV refers
the comparison between kinesthetic performance with auditory
feedback and kinesthetic performance with visual feedback for

to
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all subjects on all skills.

The overall mean score for all

four tasks performed kinesthetically with visual feedback was
31.31; "the mean score for kinesthetic performance with auditory
feedback was 22.46.

The significant F indicates that perform

ance with visual feedback was significantly superior to perform
ance with verbal feedback in the gross motor tasks of hitting,
throwing, passing and kicking, when these skills are viewed
as a unit.
It was thus determined that there was a difference be
tween overall kinesthetic performance with verbal cues and
kinesthetic perfoiroance with visual cues.

The significant F

for A x B indicates that this difference was not uniform or
consistent throughout the four levels of skills.

This F in

itself does not reveal the nature of the inconsistency.

Ortho

gonal comparisons were therefore made to determine where among
the four motor skills that a significant deviation in the
difference between verbal and visual performance occurred.
IV.

ORTHOGONAL COMPARISONS FOR DIFFERENCES IN
PERFORMANCE AMONG THE FOUR MOTOR SKILLS

It was determined by the Significant F for A that some
tasks were performed kinesthetically more skillfully than others.
Orthogonal comparisons were made in an effort to determine which
skills were performed most efficiently when the scores for kines
thetic performance in the four motor skills were combined.

Since

there were four skills (or treatments), three comparisons were
allowed (N-l).
ted in Table V.

The results of the comparisons made are presen
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF KINESTHETIC.PERFORMANCES OF 100 COLLEGE MEN
IN HITTING, THROWING, PASSING AND KICKING SKILLS

Hitting Throwing Passing Kicking VariMean
Mean
Mean
Mean
ance
. Mean
30.62
36.45
27.77
12.70
df Square
C±

1

1

1

-3

5-6,676

C2

-2

1

1

0

295

1

c3

0

1

-1

0

7,526

1

F needed for significance
F needed for significance

1 53,676

F

P_

654.6

.01

295

3.6

NS

7,526

91.8

.01

at .05 level = 3.94
at .01 level = 6.90

The first comparison (C]_) was significant at the .01 level.
In this comparison, kinesthetic skill in hitting, throwing
and passing was compared with kinesthetic performance in kick
ing.

The significant F indicated that these subjects were

more^skilled in performance of the gross motor skills of hit
ting, throwing and passing than in kinesthetic ability to kick
a ball.

Such a result appears fairly logical when considera

tion is given to the emphasis in American sports on ability
to hit,

throw or pass a ball.

The second comparison (C2 ) was made in a further attempt
to determine which of the three skills alreadyproven better
than kicking was superior to theothers.

It was decided

to

compare hitting performance with throwing and passing skills.
No difference was found when the skills were compared in this
manner.
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Lastly, kinesthetic gross motor performance scores in
throwing and passing were compared.

A significant difference

at the .01 level was found in favor of throwing.

Such a

finding may be attributed to the vast number of sports in
this country that emphasize throwing an object in some manner.
In summary, it appears that the subjects' poorest per
formances were in kicking.

There was no difference when

throwing and passing were combined with hitting.

Throwing

skill was better than passing, and it can be inferred that
throwing was probably superior to performances in hitting,
passing and kicking.
V.

ORTHOGONAL COMPARISONS TO DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE
SIGNIFICANT INTERACTION BETWEEN AUDITORY AND VISUAL
FEEDBACK WITHIN THE FOUR MOTOR SKILLS
It has already been determined that kinesthetic per

formance with visual feedback was significantly better than
kinesthetic performance in the four skills with auditory feed
back (see Table IV).

The data were next analyzed to determine

deviations from uniformity in difference between the two methods
in the motor tasks of hitting, throwing, passing and kicking.
Orthogonal comparisons were made to obtain information concern
ing the interaction, which is actually a difference between
differences, between the type of skill and type of feedback
for kinesthetic performance.

The results of those compari

sons are presented in Table VI.
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AUDITORY AND VISUAL
FEEDBACK IN THE PRESENCE OF EACH OF THE FOUR MOTOR
SKILLS FOR 100 COLLEGE MEN

Hitting Throwing Passing Kicking
Diff.
Diff.
Diff.
Diff. Vari869___ 1104______ 1169___ 396
ance
C1
C2

0

1

-1

0

2

-1

-1

0

10.56
246.9

DF

Mean
Square

1

10.56

1

246.9

1
1
1
1 1590.9
1590.9
-3
C3
F needed for significance at .05 level - 3.94
I needed for significance at .01 level = 6.90

~F

P

.12 NS
3.01 NS
19.4

.01
__ f
__

In comparison one, the difference between kinesthetic
performance with auditory and visual feedback was found to
be uniform in passing and throwing.

In other words, visual

feedback was uniformly superior to auditory feedback.

Next,

the differences between feedback systems were compared for
hitting against the differences in throwing and passing.
Again, the differences proved to be the same.

Consequently,

the advantage of visual feedback over verbal feedback was
found to be uniform for the three skills of hitting, throwing,
and passing.
However, when the differences between visual and auditory
feedback for performances in kicking was compared with the
other three skills, a significant F (C^) was found.

This in

dicated that for kicking the difference was significantly less
than in the other three skills.

Presumably, auditory feedback

was as effective as visual feedback in kinesthetic performance
of this particular skill test.

In summary, the differences

between performance of kinesthetic gross motor skills in
hitting, throwing and passing were uniformly superior with
visual feedback.

For kicking, there was apparently no dif

ference between feedback systems, indicating that one method
{auditory or visual) was as good as the other in this skill.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to analyze generality
and specificity of motor performance in hitting, passing,
throwing and kicking skills, performed kinesthetically and
with vision.

More specifically the purposes were:

(1) to

analyze the generality or specificity of gross motor per
formance in hitting, passing, throwing and kicking skills.
(2)

To analyze the generality or specificity of kinesthetic

gross motor performance in these skills, utilizing verbal
feedback.

(3 )

To analyze the generality or specificity of

kinesthetic gross motor performance in these skills utilizing
visual feedback.

(4)

To compare the effects of verbal and

visual feedback in the four kinesthetic gross motor performance
skills.
Subjects for the study were 100 male Louisiana State
University undergraduate students.

About one half of the sub

jects were Health, Physical and Recreation Education students
enrolled in the majors’ program.

The other subjects were en

rolled in regularly scheduled activity classes of gymnastics,
badminton, wrestling, conditioning exercises, tennis, weight
training and golf.
twenty-nine.

The subjects’ ages ranged from eighteen to

A review of the literature revealed an overwhelming
amount of evidence for specificity of task performance.
However, no investigations were reported that attempted to
study the question of generality versus specificity of gross
motor performance when performed kinesthetically.

Further

more, no studies were found that had utilized the gross motor
skills involving throwing, hitting, kicking and passing of
a ball, which thpes of skills characterize a number of sports
A pilot study was conducted during December, 1967, in
order to establish the testing procedures, reliability and
other details pertaining to the administration of the tests.
The final study was conducted during the second semester of
1963.
One hundred subjects were tested in hitting, throwing,
passing and kicking skills.

All tests involved projection

of a ball to a target of six concentric circles ranging in
vlue from six to zero.

The target center was eighteen inches

in diameter and the total target was fifteen feet in diameter
Kicking and hitting were performed from a distance of thirtyeight feet, and throwing and passing were performed from a
distance of forty-two feet.

A soccer ball was used for kick

ing and passing, a softball for throwing, and a tennis ball
and paddle racquet for hitting.
Subjects were tested on each event in three ways.
trials were given to each subject while blindfolded.

Ten

After

7a

each trial the subject was informed verbally as to where the
ball hit.

This constituted kinesthetic performance with

auditory feedback.

Ten trials were given; after each,the

subject was allowed to remove the blindfold to see where the
projectile landed.

This constituted kinesthetic performance

with visual feedback.

Ten trials were given allowing the

subject full use of his vision.

Counterbalancing of test

events and feedback systems was utilized as a learning
control measure.
Zero order correlation was employed to determine re
lationships between kinesthesis and generality and specifi
city of the various types of motor performance.

Factorial

design was utilized to compare the effects of the different
motor skills, kinesthetic performance with auditory feed
back and with kinesthetic performance and visual feedback,
and the interaction between type of feedback and type of
motor skill.
II.
1.

FINDINGS

Overall, highest correlations (indicating more

generality) among the performances in the four gross motor
skills were obtained when subjects performed with full vision.
The coefficients of correlations ranged from .26 to .45.

2.

The lowest correlations (indicating less generality)

among the four gross motor skills were found when the subjects
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performed blindfolded with only auditory feedback.

The co

efficients of correlation ranged from .03 to .43.
3.

The relationships between performances with

vision and blindfolded performances with visual feedback
were considerably higher than the relationships between
performances with vision and performances with auditory feed
back.
4.

Significant correlations were also found between

kinesthetic performance with visual feedback and kinesthetic
performance with auditory feedback in all four gross motor
skills.
5.

In analyzing specificity and generality within

the four gross motor skills, kicking performance was found
to show the most specificity, especially when performed
kinesthetically with auditory

feedback.

Similarly, when

viewed under all of the conditions of performance, passing
showed the most generality; although the correlations were
too low for prediction.
6.

The highest relationships between any two motor

skills under each of the three conditions of performing were
found between passing and throwing.
7.

From analysis of variance, it was found that kines

thetic performance with visual feedback was superior to kines
thetic performance with auditory feedback in overall performance
in the four motor skills.

go
g.

A significant interaction was found which indi

cated that the differences between visual feedback and audi
tory feedback were not uniform in each of the four
motor skills.

gross

Through orthogonal comparisons it was found

that the difference between visual and auditory feedback was
clearly not as pronounced in kinesthetic kicking performance
as it was in the other three skills.
III.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

More generality was found for gross motor performances
with full vision than was found for kinesthetic performance
without vision.
be the case.

Cratty^ had suggested that the reverse might

This may have been caused by transfer of skill

in corresponding sports requiring visual concentration on a
target.

If so, the lack of vision would seem to cause more

fluctuation in performance among the different skill tests
utilized.
The lower correlations between kinesthetic skills utiliz
ing only auditory feedback were not surprising in view of the
evidence of previous studies in favor of visual feedback.
Robb^ found visual feedback the most important learning vari
able.

Actually, from the literature, concurrent and immediate

^■Bryant J. Cratty, Quest, op. cit., p. 111.
2
Margaret Robb, op. cit., p. 39.

Si
feedback of three types (visual, verbal and kinesthetic)
seems better than any one type.

Thus, it could also be

expected that the kinesthetic performance with visual feed
back would relate more highly to performance with full
vision than kinesthetic performance with auditory feedback.
Kicking skill was more specific to the task than
any of the other three skills.

This may be attributable to

the background of the subjects’ previous sports experience.
Soccer is not a sport that is introduced to great numbers of
youngsters in this country.

Football kicking is ordinarily

performed by only one or two members of the team who often
come to be specialists.

Thus, ability in kicking related

least to skill in the other three tasks.
skill produced the most generality.

Conversely, passing

This too could probably

be attributed to the emphasis on passing in American sports.
Since passing and throwing are both integral to nearly every
American sport, they could be expected to relate more highly
than any of the other skills.

Hitting and kicking are basic

ally dissimilar skills and did not prove to correlate with
any other skill as much as did passing and throwing.

The dis

similarity of kicking skill to each of the other skills was
also pinpointed by the significant interaction which indicated
the differences between visual feedback and auditory feedback
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were not uniform in each of the four gross motor skills.
This probably was due to the overall poor performance in
kicking, and consequently, the type of feedback was inciden
tal.
XV.
1.

CONCLUSIONS

The tests for hitting, throwing and passing revealed

more generality than was found for kicking.

Apparently

activities requiring use of the leg and foot are more speci
fic to the task than activities requiring use of the hand
and arm.
2.

Auditory feedback does not seem to significantly

affect performance in kinesthetic gross motor skills.
3.

Although visual feedback for gross motor performance

was not nearly as effective as full vision, it is of some
value to kinesthetic gross motor performance.
4.

Overall visual feedback is significantly superior

to auditory feedback in kinesthetic gross motor performance.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
DUPLICATE OF SCORECARD UTILIZED TO
RECORD RAW DATA FOR ALL TESTS
Name___________________________________ Age

Date

II. Throw•ing
III. Passing
IV. Kicking
Totals
"r I. Hittin£
eyes
eyes Kines •
eyes Kines.
eyes Kines
Kines.
eyes Kines.
open
vis.
verb.
vis.
open
verb.
Trials! verb. vis. oper verb. vis. oper verb. vis. open
-.1 2
3
4
::

5
6
7
8
9
10

Tot.
M
vO

ro
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONS THAT WERE READ TO THE SUBJECTS
The first thing you will do is fill out the informa
tion at the top of your score card.

Print your last name

first, your first n a m e , your a g e , and the date.

While you

still have the score card look at it for a moment as we
discuss the tests.
You will perform four tests.

They are hitting, throw

ing, passing, and kicking, although not necessarily in that
order.

Underneath the name of each test you will see three

items labeled verbal, visual, and eyes open.

Underneath

each of these titles you will see ten blank lines.

You will

be given ten trials in each of the three methods, or a total
of thirty trials for each test.

The column entitled ’’verbal”

refers to the fact that you will receive verbal information
and instruction while you perform ten trials completely blind
folded.

The column entitled ’’visual” means that after each

trial you may raise the blindfold to see where the ball landed
on each trial.

Eyes open means that you will perform ten

trials with no blindfold.
The blindfold is actually a pair of opaque goggles
taped to insure an absence of vision.
of goggles.

Here are the two sets

You may put them on and adjust the head band.

9k
Now remove the goggles and I will demonstrate each of
the four tests.

Listen and watch carefully for you will not

be allowed to practice.

Every single trial will be counted.

The hitting test and the kicking test are performed
from the line closer to the target.

The throwing and pass

ing tests are performed from the line farthest from the
target.
The hitting test is performed by grasping the paddle
ball racquet with any grip you desire and hitting the tennis
ball underhand or sidearm toward the center of the six
circles in the following manner (demonstration).

Notice

that the ball traveled over the beam in the middle of the
room.

Your effort will count even if the ball does not

travel over the beam, but we have found that trajectory more
efficient.

You will perform this test in each of the three

methods already described.

During the tests with the blind

fold, your coach will stand by you and inform you of your
results or stand at the target and show you your results,
depending on whether you are performing the ten trials with
verbal information or the ten trials with visual information.
Your coach will also mark the value of each effort on your
score card.

Each hit will range in value from zero for a

complete miss to six for a bull’s eye.

Each of the other

three tests are performed in a like manner.
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The kicking test is performed from the same line as
the hitting test.

The kick is executed

to the punt in football by

in a manner similar

dropping thesoccer ball with

two hands and kicking it toward the center of the target.
You may kick it off the instep or the side of the foot
soccer style in the following manner.

Again, you should

try to make the ball go over the beam as you do for all of
the other tests.

However, the effort will count even if

you are unsuccessful in causing the ball to travel in that
trajectory.
The softball throw is performed from the back line.
An overhand one hand throw

is required. Any stance is

legal.

other than a hardline drive

Any style of throw

is recorded.

The following style is recommended.

The chest pass with the soccer ball is performed
from the same line as the softball throw.

It is done by

executing what looks like a two-hand basketball push pass.
Two hands are required but you may use a parallel or staggered
stance.

Again, it is suggested that you try to make the ball

travel over the beam in the following manner.
On any of the tests if the ball should strike the
beam or ceiling and is traveling in the direction of any
part of the target, you will be allowed a retrial.
judgment will be made by. your instructor.

This

If the ball is

traveling in an obviously errant direction you will receive
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a zero for that trial.
zero.

All miss hits will be recorded as

Other hits will be given the value of the circle in

which the ball lands.

If the ball lands on a line, the

value of the highest adjacent circle will be recorded.
You will not be timed.

However, each effort should

be made as soon as you receive the ball.

It will take ap

proximately thirty minutes to test two of you at the two
stations.
The coaches are ready, so put your goggles'on.

Coaches,

you may hand the performers the ball for the first test.
Performers, you should make your first effort to hit the
target now.

APPENDIX C
RAW DATA FOR SUBJECT"S SCORES ON KINESTHETIC PERFORMANCE WITH AUDITORY
FEEDBACK, KINESTHETIC PERFORMANCE WITH VISUAL FEEDBACK AND
PERFORMANCE WITH FULL VISION ON TESTS OF HITTING,
THROWING, PASSING AND KICKING SKILL
Hitting
Throwing
Passing
Kicking
Total
Sub.i. AK VK M
AK VK M
AK VK M
AK VK M
AK
VK
M
130 144 180
15 19 30
38 47 54
39 37 55
38 40 36
1
102
132 139
22
20
11
38
34
14
2
43
43
45
34 35
10 13 32
42
104 142 170
30 45 54
27 &
3
37 46 42
12 28 31
84 166 176
32 48 52
17 45 50
23 35 43
4
72
12
77 110
10
40
14
5
15
30 33 44
5
33 19
5
110
90
11
22
26
167
10
46
38
25
51
6 30 50
6
49
130
20
11
8
155
22 35 54
28 40 55
'09
7
31 46 46
88 123 134
16 10 11
21 40 39
8
15 23 35
31 50 49
74 117 153
16 29 49
3 18 20
38 45 47
15 25 37
9
120 147
18
11
115
30
9
38
32
41
50
10
33
39
37 44
120 137
22
30
8
63
28
38
26
37
18 31
44
9 29
11
6
2
137 171
42
24
93
49
33
12
39 43 49
19 46 49
2
95
1
79
6 31
24
9
6 23 24
3
14 41 38
13
76
20
99 154
0 15
16 34 38
15 14 44
45 36 52
14
8
10
64
85 106
21
1
26
13
29
34
41
27 17 23
15
20 15 32
125 144 179
42 39 50
16
34 48 46
29 42 51
98 132 150
26
12
28
19
46
35
23
24 49 43
_ /j
.
39 36
17
26
79 133 162
8
4
26 51 48
14
37 44
18
31 41 44
90 127
106
21
9 17
_ j_
23 18 32
29 32 37
33 31 41
19
l8l
152
105
14 27 34
22 43 48
32 35 53
37 47 46
20
8 14 40
30 36 50
95 108 198
28 39 56
21
29 19 52
8 16 13
109 147 148
23 43 52
22
44 45 43
34 43 40
8
1
65 128 149
12
30
23
39
27 45 43
23
25 45 44
86
18
105 139
6
12
46
30
54
31 35 36
19 12 31
24122
20
42
17 27 23 -CTT1— _ ' j- U 157 162
52 50
25
43 46 JtZ_
AK = Kinesthetic performance with auditory feedback; VK - Kinesthetic per
formance with visual feedback; M = Gross motor performance with full vision

APPENDIX C (continued)

Sub.i.

26
27

28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46

47

48

Hitting
AK VK M
19
14
30

28
25

21

15
27

12
16
32

20
17
29

18
2
11
28
27
24
17
14

26

43
14
39
39
38
39
23
37
40
29
43
39
34
33
30
14
30
31
37
24
43
32
37

Throwing
AK VK M

10

45
40
47
45
37
45
32
38
41
46
44
41
35

25
30
35
14
42
34
33

46

30

32
23
33

26
11

42

40
41
34
44
44
7
32

49
25 21
16 57
50
AK = Kinesthetic
VK = Kinesthetic
M = Gross motor

19

18

53
39
41
46
37
39

46

36
53
41
26 ■47

26
28

48

38
51
51

Passing
AK VK M

14

17

8

11

33

36

43

6
8
35
5

8

11

47

50

9

11

31
15
32
44
37
49
31
44
29
48

50
32

20

26

14
1
3
13

17
12
7

23
47
11

59
36

30

32
34

44
39
44

46

36

46

45
51
54

8
36
4
19
39

46

47
49
55
55
41

48

5

10

44
17
23
14
24

Kicking
AK VK M

23

31

53
48
56
51
50
52

16
25

9
8

24
21
21

26
26

4

1

20

6 4

44
15
55
0
7 13
9
16 35
29
49
10
14
27 45 47
16
12 23 37
17 46 49
36
52
17
21 26 43
29
41
15
30 37
33 45 56
42
49
14
32
56
44 54
45
16
30 38
27 47 52
48
49
7
39
45 50 54
35
40
3
13 38 50
24
21
28 23 35
31 40 53
performance with auditory feedback
performance with visual feedback
performance with full vision

13
17

9
3
11
14
15

18
18
22
16
15
13

26
3
27

28
6
21
43

42
29
23
14

AK

Total
VK

40

M __

133 160
93 129
147 179
139 145
133 155
115 193
101 129
117 131
114 166
63 131 169
111 160 l3l
71 139 165
72 117 146
79 117 163
33 138 157
22
40
74
62 115 156
73 114 156
94 114 141
102 124 159
107 157 182
84 139 183
117 151 176
70 109 120
96 113 134
71
114
94
72
112
47
39
S3

APPENDIX C (continued)
Hitting
w

Throwing

Kicking
AK VK M

Passing

,)•
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

30
31
45

21

28
40

48

40
48
44
43
53
40
37
43
34
40
41

30
37 45
37 36
23 30
29 30
14 29
41 28
61
44 37
62
29 43 46
21 25 40
63
26
19 33
64
34 43 35
65
66
31 3 8 47
24 25 31
67
30 34 41
68
32 3& 42
69
42 38 49
70
32 47 49
71
11 28 40
72
37 21 40
73
23 22 35
74
12 32 19
75
AK = Kinesthetic
VK = Kinesthetic
M = Gross motor

22

42
33
43
49
50
41
34
42
43
41
43
36
32
49

50
45
54
56
51
54
35
54
51
40
50
49
50
53
43
49
36
50
49

41
36
31
31
32
31
44
29
33
32
32
33
44
35 46
40 36
36 34
24 33
35 35
42 54 48
34 49 50
35 33 39
21 50 50
12 31 39
36 49 40
performance with
performance with
performance with

17
27
36
27

22

29

2

33

48

51
42
30
43
13
49
36
13
43
39
40
17
9

39
47
56
55
41
49

26

15

6
20
10
11
12

9
25
18
6
2
19
0
26
12
7
0
2
4
29 38 48
0
16 21 16
23
23 37 37
12
27 50 48
18
49 54 52
19
25 53 56
6 37
1
5
12 35 50
4
2
2 10 31
6
23 39 51
auditory feedback
visual feedback
full vision

43
21
10
17
24

52
42
24
45
45
32
44
12

16
12
23

18
20
22

5
12
9
9
9
12
15
3
5
12
4
10

16
14
22
17
7
9
0

18

AK

27
24

20

84
105
137
89

34
25

101
110

11

65

32
8
11

141

28
23
22
14
13
30
3
21
35
21

82
90
95
104

80

26

89
71
104
76
100
106
151
110

13
10
12
11

74
39
77

64

Total
VK
119

138
170

139
145

142
82
133
122
91

132

130
112
j>
88
103
124

84
119
135

160

171
j_
89
113
72
120

M
194
167

178
174
179

168

109
_ j/
186
135
115
164
_ /_

163

144
149
108
174
86
149
174

170

181
129

150
117
121

APPENDIX C (continued)

«

rJ P

76
77
73
79
SO
81
82
83

84
85

Hittine
-----36
31
21
29
20
27
20
44

26

29
21
34
15
35
14
29
35
41
28
24
34
21
34

37
40
47
41
45
34
47

48

36
45

46

Throwing

44
32
45
47
54
51

38

44
39

46
38

53

28
48

51

28

45
7
23
27
23

28
48

53
35
44
57
51
47
33
32
51
36
50
47
24

55
51
47
52
54

62

50
35
53
45
53
53
52
49
51

Passing
AK VK M

Kicking
AK VK M

40

19
5
33
10
17
8
25
4
14
10
6
0
9
10
6
0
1
12
17
5
23
9
14
8

43

18

46

22
41

40
51
42
43
21
19
18
23
24
40
33
51
8
43
43
52
20
41
36
35
39

26

30
1
10

16
23
17
29
31
39
9
31
45
34
10
9
7
16
33
16
16

45
49
49
57
45

48

44

46

27
36
35
49
41
53
31

32
23
31

26

19
10
18
7
14
10
8
15
24
25
7
13
14
10

16
27
12

28
21
1

29
40
31
40
30
15
14
36
13
27
18
21
22
29
29
19
15

26

15
17
25
20
22
16
13

Total
VK___M

148
82
124
131
91
110
53
81
83
85
72
111
80
110
40
92
120
129
79
69

106

82
118
81
54

160
153
154

180
164
143
111
117
112

118
130
139
89

164

102
137
149
160
100
120
169

126
132
110
91

173
172
172
196
183
176
138
161
129
154
144
159
153
171
149
174
163
173
138
159
178
159
155
137

131

100

86
44 36
87
88
25
17 38
26 48
41 40
89
11 48
21 37
90
46
32 48 64
39 49
91
50
46
52
46
92
39
47
56
47
42 55
39 44
93
32
36 40
24 34 51
94
46
51
30
45
33
31
95
50
56
42
96
55
51 47
49
36
47
44
97
35 43
42
98
37 41 47
24 44
18
41
28 25 37
29 46 43
99
14
40 ?o
10
100
14 41 50
9 18
AK = Kinesthetic performance with auditory feedback
VK = Kinesthetic performance with visual feedback
M = Gross motor performance with full vision
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